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0.

Introduction

In this paper we consider the following integrodifferential equations
with time delay in a real Hubert space H

-u(t)+Au(t) + A,
Xf-λH
at
J

a(-ι
-h

(0.1)
-h<s<0.
Here, A is a positive definite self-adjoint operator and Al9 A2 are closed
linear operators with domains containing that of A. The notation h
denotes a fixed positive number and a ( ) is a real valued function belonging
to C3([0,/*]).
The equations of the type (0.1) were investigated by G. Di Balasio,
K. Kunisch and E. Sinestrari [3], S. Nakagiri [5], H. Tanabe [9] and
D.G. Park and S.Y. Kim [6], etc. Particularly, G. Di Balasio, K.
Kunisch and E. Sinestrari [3] showed the existence and uniqueness of a
solution for/eL 2 (0,T; H), AyeL2(-h$\ H) and xe(D(A),H)i/2,2.
In
[6] D.G. Park and S.Y. Kim also got a similar result to [3] under the
following conditions:
feL2(0,T; H; tdt) and AyeL2(-h,Q; H: tdt),

(0.2)

A-ί/2feL2(0,T

H) and Ai/2yeL2(-h,0; H),

f ( t ) and Ay(t — h) are improperly integrable at
x is an arbitray element of H,
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where /eL2(0,Γ; H\ tdt) means that / is a measurable function with
values in// on [0,T] and
Jo

\f(t)\^tdt<c^y and^4 α is a fractional power of A.

Since the equation (0.1) is of parabolic type, we want x to be an
arbitrary element of H. Then the integral in (0.1) exists only in the
improper sense no matter what nice functions / and Ay may be. Hence,
it would be considered natural to investigate our problem under the
hypothesis such as (0.2).
In this paper our object is to study the existence and uniqueness of
the solution of the equation (0.1) under assumptions weaker than (0.2)
for the initial function y and the inhomogeneous term /, which are,
roughly speaking, stated as follows:

(03)

[ f(t) and Ay(t — h) are improperly integrable at t = 0.

First we show the existence and uniqueness of a weak solution for which
A~Λu is continuous in [0,T] for an arbitrary positive number α. Next,
under some conditions which are weaker than the assumption (0.2) but
stronger than (0.3) we show the existence of the unique solution of (0.1)
in C ([OfΓ|; H).
We enumerate the contents of this paper as follows.
In section* 1 we give some notations, assumptions and theorems.
In section 2 we introduce some fundamental lemmas for later use.
In section 3 we investigate approximate solutions of some parabolic
equation associated with the equation (0.1) and prove the existence and
uniqueness of a solution to the equation.
In section 4 we study the relation between this parabolic equation and
the equation (0.1). In section 5 we give the proof of Theorem 1 concerned
with a weak solution and in section 6 we show Theorem 2 for a continuous
solution. In the final section we state some remarks for our
assumptions.
The authors wish to express the deepest appreciation to Prof. H.
Tanabe of Osaka University for his kind suggestions.
1.

Notations, Assumptions and Theorems

Let H be a real Hubert space with the inner product ( v ) and norm
I \H. The operator A is positive definte self-adjoint in H. The fractional
Λ
power A of A is defined for all real numbers using the spectral resolution,
and A* is bounded if α<0. In this paper by the graph norm of A* we
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mean the norm |^4 α *lH f°r anY real number α. If α>0, D(AΛ) is a Hubert
space with fhis graph norm. If α > 0, we denote by D(A ~ α ) the pre-Hiblert
00

Λ

space H endowed with the graph norm of A

.

We denote f ]

by D(ACO). Let e~tA be the analytic semigroup generated by —A.
denote the convolution of funcitons / and g by f#g :
(f g)(t) =

Jo

D(A")
We

f(t-s)g(s)ds,
n

and the product of operators PiP2"Pn by Y[

Pt.

We use the usual

notations L2(0,T; *S), FFlf2(0,!Γ; S) etc., to denote variable spaces of
functions with values in a Banach space S. In particular L2(δ,T\ D(A))
is the space of all measurable functions from [δ,T] to the domain of A
such that \Au\u is integrable on [<5,T]. For the sake of simplicity we put

When we are concerned with convergence, we mean the strong convergence
in H unless otherwise stated.
Throughout this paper we denote
lim I

f(s)ds

and

lim

ε->0 Ja + ε

e-»0

f(s)ds

and

A~*\

f(s)ds

A~"\

Jα+

by

Ja + ε

respectively.

f(s)ds

Jα+

We denote by Q the set of functions satisfying the following two
conditions:
1) /eL2c((0,Λ]; Jϊ),
2)

for any α>0, ^4

α

P

f(s)ds exists and there is a function ge C((0,Λ];

Jo +

H) such that, for any ίe(0,λ], ^4~ α

f(s)ds = A~*q(i) and there
Jα +

exists

f*
J a+

q(s)ds.
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The second condition means that the improper integral q(t)=

f ' f(s)ds
Ja +

exists in the graph norm of A~Λ for any α>0 and is a continuous function
with values in H in (0,λ] such that the improper integral

q(s)ds exists.

+
Suppose Aγ and A2 are closed linear mappings with domains
containing that of A. For the sake of simplicity we assume T=Nh for
some natural number N.
With regard to the equation (0,1) we employ the terminology of a
weak solution on [0,7] defined as follows.
DEFINITION 1.1. We say that a function u defined on [ — h,T\ is a
weak solution of the equation (0.1) if the following four conditions are
satisfied:
1)

ueLfoc((nh,(n + l)h]
W

2)

D(A))nW\>2c((nh,(n + l)h] y H) for

= 0,1, ,ΛΓ-1 and weC([0,7]; D(A~*)) for any α>0,

lim A~Λu(t) = A~*x for any α>0 and u(s)=y(s) for -h<s<0y
ί->0

3)
4)

for each w:w = 0,l,2, ,JV— 1, Au( +nh) belongs to Q,
the function u satisfies the equation (0.1) for a.e. £eO,T]

REMARK 1. Let u be a weak solution of (0.1). Since ueW\^
((nhy(n+\)h\\H), u is continuous in (nh,(n + l)h] for /ί = 0,l, ,ΛΓ— 1 where
the continuity at t = (n + \}h means the left continuity. From 3) we know
that there exists
Au(s)ds for n = Q,\ -N- 1 and any α>0.

A~*
nh +

Then the integral in the left side of the equation (0.1) should be understood
in the following sense
ft)

Γ-t + nh
α

{(

+
J-f,

J _ ί+n/I+e

)a(-s)A2u(

for nh<t<(n + \}h and any α>0 where w = 0,l, ΛΓ— l(i.e. the integral
exists in the improper sense in the graph norm of A~* for any α>0 and
its value belongs to H for a.e t).
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ASSUMPTION.
A-l) feLfoc((0,T]: H) and j,eL2c((-/*,0]; D(A)}.
A-2) The restriction o f / to [0,A] and Ay(-— h) belong to Q.
A-3) Let α be any nonnegative number. Then we have the following
estimate
Max {lA-'AiA-i+'xla,
A-4)

\A-*A2A-1+ax\H}<C\x\H

for any x G D(AΛ), where C is a constant depending only on α.
The function α( ) belongs to C3([0,/z]).

We now state our theorem.
Theorem 1. Under the assumptions A-l), A-2), A-3) and A-4) a
weak solution u(t) of the equation (0.1) exists and is unique.
Next we state the definition of a continuous solution of the equation
(0.1). We first define the function space F_1 by
F_i = {geLfoc((OM

H)\

Jo +

g(s)ds exists for any ίe(0,A]}.

DEFINITION 1.2. Substitute 0 for α in 1), 2) of Definitition 1.1 and
F _ j for Q in 3) of the same definition. Then the weak solution u(t) of
the equation (0.1) is called a continuous solution of (0.1).
We

put

e-(t~*Af(s}ds

(Kf)(t)=\

for any /eL2c((0,A]; H).

If

Jt/2

OA H),

e-(t~s)Ag(s)ds belongs to L2(0,/*; D(A))nW^2(09h-9

H)

(see V o l . 2 Theorem 3.2 in Lions-Magenes [4]). Let δ be any small
positive number. Putting g(t)=f(t) if t>δ/2y =0 if 0<t<δ/2 and using
the above result, we see the operator K is continuous from Lfoc((0,A]; H) to
L|2oc((0,A]; £>C4))nC((0,λ]; H). Then, from AiK=A1A~1AKy A^K is a
continuous operator from Lfoc((0,Λ]; //) to LZ2OC((0,A]; /ί). Thus, for any
1
2
natural number ί, (KA±) K is a continuous operator from L/ OC((0,A]; /if)
to Lfoc((0,A]; D(^))nC((0,A]; H).
We define function spaces Fn by
r-*0

inductively.
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ASSUMPTION
A-5) f( )-Aiy(
A-6) Let α be any real number and xeD(A*)r>H. Then the
operator A^ holds the same estimate as that in A-3).
Theorem 2. Let the assumptions A-l), A-4), A-5) and A-6) be
satisfied. Then a continuous solution u(t) of the equation (0.1) exists and
is unique.
REMARK 2. The assumption A-l) plus A-2) is Weaker than (0.3),
and A-5) is stronger than (0.3). But A-5) is weaker than the assumption
(0.2) and we have L\Q,h; #)nLfoc((0,A]; H) c FN_ι (see Appendix). We
see the following relations of inclusion: FN_i c: FN_2 c= ••• c: F0 c: F_t
c: Q. If A is a bounded operator it follows that FN_1 = Q.

f.

REMARK 3.
e-(t~s)Af(s)ds

1)

If /eQ, then for £>0, the improper integral

exists and belongs to L?OC((0,A]; D(^4))nC((0,Λ]; H)nC

([0,Λ]; D(A~"}) for any α>0. Indeed, for/Lz2oc((0,A];/ϊ), we have (Kf)(t)e
Lfoc((0,h]'y £)(^4))nC((0,A]; H). Using an integration by parts and the
analytic semigroup properties we see
Γt/2

(1.1)

Γt/2

e-(t-s)Af(s)ds = e-(tl2}AA* A-*\ f(s)ds
Jo+
Jo+
in
Jo +

o+

Since

re/2

Jo +

(t

s}A

l2

Λ/2

(1.1) are well defined in H.

So

Γ

e

(t

s)A

f(s)ds

Jo +

re/2

Jo+

both terms of the right side of

\Ae~ ~ A* \H_+Hds<C'Γ

-(t-s)Af(s)ds

e

eC((0,A]; D(ACG)).

,Λ]; H).

exists in H.

Moerover

re

'(t'^Aj

Hence

e

Jo+
Since both functions of the right side of

Γ e-«-*Af(s)ds= I f(s)ds- Γ ^"(t"jM
f(τ)dτds
Jo+
Jo+
Jo
Jo+
are continuous in D(A

α

) on [0,A] it follows

Γ
Jo +

e

(t

s}A

f(s)ds

belongs to
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C([0,A]; D(A-«)}.
2)

Γ

If feF0

Jo +

e

(t

s)A

f(s)ds

is continuous in [0,/z].
(t

our assumption f o r / i t follows that

3)

Jo +
f*

If /eQ,

s)A

e~ ~ f(s)ds is continuous on [0,λ]
Jt/2

p/2

and (1.1) yields

Indeed, from

(ί

M

β" "* /(5)ώ6C([0,Λ]; fl).
(ί sM

β~ " /(j)ώ belongs to F _ A .

Jo +
sufficiently small positive numbers.

Let ε and δ be

Then

I* Γ
J<5 Jθ +

PI If

£

f\s)dsdt + |f Γ
I β

J<5 Jθ+

J<5 Jθ +

Changing the order of integration and integrating by parts we see
4

= A*e-(€-s)A A-Λ f(τ)dτds.
Jδ
Jδδ

Then from the analytic semigroup property and/e Q we get lim /4 = 0.
6,5~» 0

Using the integration by parts we see
=

Jδ

A*e-(t-ό)AΆ-*

Jδ Joo+

f(τ)dτdt
Joo +
f(τ)dτdsdt.

From the analytic semigroup property and/e Q we have lim 75 = 0. Then
e,<$->0

our assertion is proved.
2.

Preliminaries

In this secton we list some lemmas which will be used throughout
this paper. In what follows we suppose the assumptions A-3) and A-4)
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are satisfied.
Let JR( ) be the operator valued function satisfying the following
integral equation
R + aA2A~1+R*aA2~i=Q.

(2.1)

We denote the derivative —R(t) by R(t) and also —^R(t) by R(t).
dt
dt
Lemma 2.1 1) For each t e [0,T] R(f), R(i) and R(t) are continuous
linear operators from H to H and their operator norms are uniformly bounded
in [0,Γ].
2) Let α be any positive number. Then we have the following estimate:
Max

{\A-'R(t)A*x\H, \A-*A(t)A*x\H, \A~*R(t)A *x\H}<C\x\H

for any xeD(AΛ) where C is a constant independent of t and x.
3)

R*aA2A-1=aA2A~1*R.

Proof. The assumptions A-3), A-4) and the equality (2.1) readily
yield the conclusions of the lemma.
Using the semigroup property we get the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2. There exists
number. Moreover it follows that

a constant

C

that

is

nonnegatίve

\e~tAA^x\H<C't~^\x\H for any xεD(A) and
~ α + e ί~ / ? ~ 1 W H for any xeH.

\A*e-tAAιAβe-sAx\H<C't

For any feLfoc ((0,A]; H) we consider the following approximate
functions / π eL 2 (0,Λ; H) o f f :
f(t)=

A-2).

if

JO

if

0<t<l/n

forn=l92, :

Lemma 2.3. Let f ( i ) be a function satisfying assumptions A-l) and
Then we have the following.
1) /„ L2(0,Λ; H)for

each n = l,2, -.

2)

α

For any α>0 A

Γ
Jo

fn(s)ds

f'

uniformly concerges to A *\
f(s)ds
J +o
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in [0,Λ] as w—>oo.

3)

For any <5>0 it follows that
Γh

Proof.

With the aid of
0

ifl/n<t

the assumptions A-l) and A-2) imply the assertions of the lemma.
Lemma 2.4. // u belongs to Q there exist
R(t — s)u(s)ds and ^4 α lim^4

Γ R(t — s)u(s)ds
\A(t-s)u(
Jδ

α

where α is any positive number. Moreover the values of these limites are
independent of α and belong to F_±.
Proof.
(2.2)

Using the integration by parts we have

lim^4~ α

R(t-s)u(s)ds
*\

u(τ)dτ}-\imA-*R(t-δ)A*Ά-*\

Jθ+

<5->0

sA*A-"f
«5->0

Jδ

uτdτds-I

u(τ)dτ
Jθ +

-I

JoH-

Let q be the function in the definition of Q associated with u.
I1=A"aR(0)q(t)9

Then

I2 = \imA-*R(t-δ)A0ί'A-Λq(δ)
δ^O

Γt
and /3 = lim^4~ α R(t — s)q(s)ds.

Noting that q is improperly integrable at ί = 0 and using the integration
by parts we see
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*\ R(t-s)\ q(τ)dτds.
Joo
Joo +

o+

Then A\II+I$) is a function independent of α and belonging to
F.1. Noting A~* q(δ)eD(A*) and using Lemma 2.1 we get lim/ 2 = 0.
<$-»o
Replacing R by Ry using a similar method to the above and noting R
is three times differentiate we know that the latter limit function in the
lemma has also the same properties.

For any ueQ we set
R*u(t)=A"\imA- Ί R(t-s)u(s)ds,
Jδ

(2.3)

A(t-s)u(s)ds,
Jδ

Lemma 2.5.
the following.

Let α be an arbitrary positive number.

Then we get

1)

// ueQ, R*u and R*u belong to F_^C(\Q,h\\ D(A~*}}.

2)

G( ) is an operator from Q to Q.

3)

The operator G( ) has the following

inequatily

\A-*(G(u)(s)-G(v)(s))\uHds<Const
Γ\A~"(G(u)(s)-G(v)(s))\
ds<Const \ \ \A-"(u(s)-v(s»\Hds
Jo
Jo
lo
for any u, z eQn L^OΛ
4)

D(A~")).

If A'" u e([0,A]; H) it follows
-(t-s)AG(u)(s)ds

Jo +

e

|Γ
Joo+

eC([0,/z]; H) and

(s)d&\H <Const \\A-"u(s)\
Jo

ds.

H

Proof. Combining Lemma 2.2, Lemma 2.4 and (2.3) and following
the proof of Lemma 2.4 we complete the proof of the lemma.
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REMARK 4.

If w e F _ 1 , we know that
R*u(t)=

and similarly for R*u(i).
Lemma 2.6. If feQ

IffeF_iy
Proof.

639

/?(ί-j)ιι(j)AeC([0,A]; H)y
Hence, G(u)(t)eF_1.
then it follows that

a(t + h-τ)f(τ)dτ

Γ a(t + h — τ)f(τ)dτ

belongs to

belongs to C([0,A]; H).

From A-2) it follows that

f(ξ)dξ = q(h) - q(τ) and q( -) 6 F_ j.

Then the integration by parts, A-4) and A-2) yield conclusions.
3. Approximate equations
We study the existence, uniqueness and properties of a solution of
the following initial value problem
(3.1)

This type of equation (3.1) was deeply investigated by J. Pruss [7], E.
Sinestrari [8] and G.F. Webb [1 1] in case where/holds some regularity.
In this section we study the equation (3.1) assuming that / belongs
to Q. We consider the following approximate equations of (3.1)
(32)

where /„ are the approximate functions defined just before Lemma 2.3.
Lemma 3.1. For any natural number n, a slution un(t) of (3.2) exists
and is uunique. Moreover un(t) belongs to C([0,Λ];
H)nLfoc((0,h]; D(Λ)) and satisfies
(3.3)

- f e'
Jo
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Proof. The integral equation (3.3) is easily solved by successive
approximation. Since / π eL 2 (0,Λ; H)y the maximal regularity result
(Theorem 3.2 of [4], Vol. 2) yield the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 3.2. 1) For each α>0 there exists a constant CΛ such that
for any w = 1,2, ,
sup \A-*un(t)\H<Cx,

0<t<h

and there exists a constant C such that for w = l , 2 ,
sup I Pun(s)ds\H < C and sup | P Gun(s)ds\H < C.
0<t<h Jo

0<ί</ι Jo

2) there exists a continuous decreasing function C(-)from (0,Λ] to (0,oo)
such that
sup
0<s<t<h

Proof.

\un(t)\H and

sup
0<s<t<h

\Gun(t)\H<>C(S).

Using the integration by parts we have
(τ)dτ\H

n

| \ A~ + *€-«-»* A*2 A~«2 \ ffn(τ)dτds\
n
H =l
Jo

Jo0

From 2) of Lemma 2.3 we obtain Ii<C. Combining 2) of Lemma 2.3
and Lemma 2.2 we obtain / 2 <C. Then we have Ii+I2<C. From 4)
of Lemma 2.5, the equality (3.3) and the above results there exists a
constant C such that
\A~*un(t)\H<C(l+\ P \A
Jo

Λ

un(s)\Hds).

By virtue of GronwalΓs inequality \A~Λun(i)\H is uniformly bounded on
In view of 4) in Lemma 2.5 and the above result we know that

ί
J co

(s)ds are uniformly continuous on [0,/z].

order of integration and integrationg by parts we have

Changing the

SOLUTIONS FOR INTEGRODIFFERNTIAL EQUATIONS
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\e-<

Jo Jo

From 2) of Lemma 2.3 it follows that the right side of (3.4) is uniformly
continuous on [0,Λ]. Thus integrating both sides of equation (3.3) over
[0,ί] we conclude IIf 'un(s)ds
(
are uniformly continiuous on
Jo
Using a similar method to 1) in Remark 3 and noting 2) and 3) of
2.3 we get | e~(t~s}Afn(s)ds\H<C
for any te[δ,h] where C
Jo
is independent of n but dependent on δ. From (3.3), 1) of this lemma
and the above result we obtain that there exists a positive decreasing
function C(δ) such that \un(i)\H<C(δ) for any te[δyh]. Using the method
of (2.2) and 1) of this lemma and noting the above result we know that
\G(un)(t)\H are also smaller than Const(C((5)+ 1) if t e [δ,h]y where we denote
another positive decreasing function again by C(δ). Then the proof is
complete.
Lemma

For the sake of simplicity we denote a continuous decreasing function
which will be used in subsequent estimates by the same notation C(<5)
as that in Lemma 3.2.

Lemma 3.3. For any δe(0yh) we have
Γ

2

u s H+

L "

u s

" "

2

sup
δ<t<h

Proof. Let γ be any positive number with 0<γ<h.
Lemma 3.2 and 3) of Lemma 2.3 we have

\ύn(s}\2Hds
γ

ly

and

Γκωβ<fe.
y

Jv

Combining the following energy equality
\u
Γtt ns
5

2

s+

HdS

Noting 2) of
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+ f (/•„(« ),*.(*))*- \\G(un)(S),ύn(s))ds
Jγ

Jγ

and the above two inequalities we obtain

Γ

/ocx

I I v. / c \ 12 j_ i I Λ 1/2-. //\ 12 ^* f~^(*\\ i I /ί 1/2-

\^«J . J y

I I Wγ^ a) I^Cto "T~ I -ίi

iΛ^lJ )fj ^ v-x ^/ / / T" I -<ίi

t

Jy

Multiplying both sides of (3.2) by «B(ί) and integrating over [δ/2,t] we get
l/2|fi,,(ί)||-l/2|tt1,(5/2)|i+ Γ

\A^2un(S)\^ds

Jδ/2

Jδl:

Setting t = δ in the above equality and using 2) of Lemma 3.2 and 3) of
Lemma 2.3 we have
I

\Ai/2un(s)\*ds<C(δ/2).

Jδ/2

Hence there exists s π<5 , δ/2<snό<δ, such that

Putting y = snj in (3.5) and noting that C( ) is a decreasing function we
get, for any £e[<5,λ],
Jjώn(5)|^ +

Combining the equations (3.2), 3) of Lemma 2.3 and the above results
we get a decreasing function C( ) such that
\\Aun(s)\2ds<C(δ).
Jδ
This completes the proof.
For the convergence of un(t) we get the following lemma,
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Lemma 3.4. For each α>0, {A~*un(t}} is a Cauchy sequence in
C([0,Λ]; //), Moreover {un(f)} is also a Cauchy sequence in C([<5,Λ]; H)
where δ is any positive number.
Proof. The first part follows from GronwalΓs inequality satisfied
by \A-*(un(t)-um(i))\H and the fact that

ί

J(o

(t

s)A

is a Cauchy sequence in C([0,/*]; H), both of which

e~ ~ A~"fn(s)ds

are established following the proof of 1) of Lemma 3.2. Combining this
with Lemma 3.3 and using the interpolation ineqality

we know that (un(t)} is a Cauchy sequence in C([<5,A]; H).
Thus the proof of the lemma is complete.

We put
(3.6)

\imun(t) = u(t) in
Lemma 3.5. The function u has the following properties:
1) u belongs to F_i9
2) ueL2oc((0,h-); D(A))^Wl2((^h}

H),

,h]; H) and u(0) = x,
3)

lim

Pu (s)ds = P

n-»ooJo

4)

Proof.

n

u(s)ds for any ίe[0,/z],

Jθ +

\imG(un)(t) = G(u)(t) for any te(Q,h].

In the proof of 1) of Lemma 3.2 we showed that Γ«-(
| un(s)ds
Jo

are uniformly continuous in [0,Λ].

Especially lim sup|

Using this and Lemma 3.4 we get that

P

Jo

un(s)ds\H = 0.

u(s)ds exists and 3) holds.

Jo +

Then

w e F - j . 2) is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4. From
ueF-t we have
(3.7)

G(u)(t) = R(0)u(t) + R(0)\
Jo+

u(s)ds+\ R(t-s)\
Jo

Jo +

u(τ)dτds.
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Then 3) yields 4).
DEFINITION 3.1 . We call a function u(t) defined on [0,/z] and satisfying
the following conditions a weak solution of the initial value problem(3.1).
2)

\imA~ "u(t) = A~*x for any α>0.
f->0

3) The improper integral

u(s)ds exists.
Jo +

4)

The function u satisfies the equation (3.1) for a.e ίe[0,Λ], where
G(u) is defined by (3.7).

Lemma 3.6. A weak solution u(t) of (3.1) exists.
Proof.
and Lemma
solutions we
of the weak

With the aid of the equations (3.2), Lemma 3.3, Lemma 3.4
3.5 and using the well known argument on approximate
obtain that the function u(f) of (3.6) satisfies the conditions
solution of (3.1).

Lemma 3.7. Let u be a weak solution of (3.1).
A~*ueC([Q,h\\ H) for any α>0.

Then AuεQ and

Proof. From the definition we know that A~Λu belongs to
H). From the equation (3.1) we have
Γt

Γt

Γt

\ Au(s)ds = A-*{x-u(t)+
f(s)dsf(s)dsG(u)(s)ds}.
Jo+
Jo+
Jo+
Thus noting that

Γ

u(s)ds
u
exists we get AueQ.

Jo +

Lemma 3.8. A weak solution of (3.1) is unίgue.
Proof. Let u and v be two weak solutions of (3.1).
the equation (3.1) in H we have

+A-*

Γt

L
Is

e-«-s)Af(s)ds-A-*\

Λ

e~«L

Since u satisfies
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Letting ε —»0 in the above and recalling 1) of Remark 3 we get
(3.8)

-«Γ

A~*u(t)=A~*e~

Jo +

*t

o

e-(t-s}AG(u)(s)ds.

Combining (3.8) and 3) of Lemma 2.5 we get
\A-\u(t)-v(t))\H<Comt\

Jo

\A-\u(s)-v(s))\Hds.

The uniqueness follows with the aid of GronwalΓs inequality.
4.

The relation between the associated equation and the
original equation

This section is devoted to the study of relations between solutious
of equations of (0.1) and (3.1). To prove our statment we use a similar
method to that of M.G. Crandall and J.A. Nohel [2]. Throughout this
section let/belong to Q and {/„} be approximate functions o f / i n Lemma
2.3.
Lemma 4.1. Let ε be any small positive number. Then there exists
a constant <50 depending only on ε such that for any γ and τ: 0 < γ < τ < δ0,
\A-"\a(t-s)A2A-ίfn(s)ds\H<ε

(4.1)

and

Jγ

1

(4.2)

\A-*\R(t-s)A2A- fn(s)ds\H<ε.
Jγ

Proof. Using a similar method to the proof of Lemma 2.4 and
noting 2) of Lemma 2.1 we complete the proof.
Lemma 4.2. For any ίe[0,Λ] it follows
(4.3)

Γ A-*R(t-s)A* \imA-*\ a(s-τ)A2
Jθ+

<*-»0

γ

A~ f(τ)dτds

J<5

= -A-*\ R(t-τ)f(τ)dτ-A-*\
Jo+
Jo+

a(t-τ)A2A~lf(τ}dτ
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and

a(t-s)A'ΛA2A'1AΛΊimA'ΛR(s-τ)f(τ)dτd5

(4.4)
Jθ+

<5->0

= -^~α

Jo+

R(t-τ}f(τ)dτ-A-*\

Jo+

a(t-τ)A2A-1f(τ)dτ.

Proof. From (2.1) we see R*aA2A~i*fn=
-R*fn-aA2A~i*fn.
Noting (4.1) and letting n-+ao for the above equalityu we have
(4.3). Using a similar method to the above and noting 3) of Lemma
2.1 and (4.2) we get (4.4).
We consider two equations

ΰ + Au =f+ (R*f) - G(u) + R(t)x

Ίimyl" 0 1 a(t-s)A2u(s)ds =j
(4.6)

'

^°

Ja

If/eQ, thenf+R*f+R(-)xeQ.
A function u is a weak solution of (4.5)
if it is a weak solution of (3.1) with / replaced by f+R*f+R(-)x.
DEFINITION 4.1. We call a function u(t) defined on [0,λ] and
satisgying the following conditions a weak solution of the initial value
problem (4.6).
2)

3)
4)

*->o
AueQ.
The function u satisfies the equation (4.6) for a.e te[Q,h].

REMARK 5. Let u be a weak solution of (4.6). From 3) of the above
definition it follows that the integral in(4.6) makes sense and U belongs
to Q. I f / e F . i and weC([0,/*]; //), Au belongs to F _ A .
Proposition 4.3. A function u is a weak solution of (4.5) if and
only if is a weak solution of (4.6).
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Proof. Let u be a weak solution of (4.6).
parts it follows

(4.7)
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From the integration by

Γ

JΌ
o+

= A-"R(0)u(t)-A-aR(t)x+

I A-'R(t-i
A- R(t-s)Aa A-"u(s)ds.
Jo +

=A-'{G(u)(t)-R(t)*}.
Multiplying the equation (4.6) by A~a, taking the convolution of both
sides of the equation and A~*R( )A* and using (4.3) with/=^4w and (4.7)
we have
A~

•f

Jθ +
Jo
+

a(t + s)A2u(s)ds =

A-"{G(u)(t)-R(t)x-(R*f)(t)}.

With the aid of the argument used in the proof of (3.8) and noting 3)
of Remark 3 and 4) of Lemma 2.5 we get uGF_if
Then we obtain that
u is a weak solution of (4.5). Conversely, let u be a weak solution of
(4.5). From Lemma 3.7 it follows AueQ. Then (f-u)eQ.
Thus
using the method of (4.7) and noting (4.5) we see

Taking the convolution of both sides of the equality (4.8) and
a(')A~ΛA2A~1AΛ and using (4.4) we have

h

a(t-s)A2u(s)ds =

-A~*(R*(f-ύ))(t).

Combining (4.8) and the above equality we obtain that u is a weak
solution of (4.6).
Corollary 4.4. The weak solution u(t) of (4.6) exists and is unique
on [0,λ].
Proof. The conclusion follows from Lemma 3.6, Lemma 3.8 and
Proposition 4.3.
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5.

Proof of Theorem 1

In this section we assume the conditions in Theorem 1.
We first study the equation (0.1) on [0,A]. We transform the equation
(0.1) to the following form:

U+AU+ Pa(t — s)A u(s)ds
2

Jo

(5.1)

=f(t)-Aιy(t-h)-

Jt-h

a(t-s)A2y(s)ds=f0(t),

Nothing Ay( —h)eQ and using Lemma 2.6 we see

ί

Jt-

a(t — s)A2y(s)ds e F_ I B

Then it follows /0 e Q. Therefore from Corollary 4.4 we get the existence
and uniqueness of a weak solution of (5.1). We denote the weak solution
on [0,Λ] by u^(t). Next we consider the equation (0.1) on [hy2h]. From
Lemma 3.7 Au{ belongs to Q. Then it follows

/(O -AlUl(t-h)-

Jt-h

a(t-s)A2u1(s)dseQ1

where Q, = {geLfoc((h,2h]; H) 8( -h)eQ}.
For t\h<t<2h we also transform the equation (0.1) to the following form
Λ + fc

Jh
(5.2)

a(t — s)A2u(s)ds

=f(tϊ-A1ui(t-h)-

a(t-s)A2Uι(
Jt-h

With the aid of the change of the variables t-+ϊ=t — h in the above
equation and using Corollary 4.4 we obtain that there exists the weak
solution of (5.2) and is unique. Iterating this prosess, we get the global
existence and uniqueness of the solution of the equation (0.1). Then
the proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
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Proof of Theorem 2

Throughout this section we suppose that the assumptions A-4) and
A-6) hold. Moreover we assume Aiy( —h)eF,l9f( ) — Aiy( — h)Fi and
/el4((0,ΓJ; H)
If the weak solution u of (0.1) is continuous on [0,T], the proof of
Theorem 2 is complete. Thus we shall show that the weak solution u
of (0.1) is continuous on [0,m/z) if and only iff(') — A1y( — h)eFm,1 where
0<m<N.
We define the space C0 by C0 = feeC([0,Λ]; H)\ #(0) = 0} and recall
the definitions of the operator K:
Γt/2

(Kf)(t)

)=

*-<'"**/
Jθ +

We define two other integral operatros L and E by
s)A
(L/)(ί)) = Γ e-«- f(s)ds,
Jo+

(EJ)(t)=\

Jo+

t

for feQ. If feQ, then Ef is the unique weak solution of (3.1) with
G( ) = 0 and x = 0. In view of Lemma 3.7 AEfeQ.
Hence EA^Ef is
defined and AEA^EfeQ.
Continuing this process we see that for any
integer ί>0 (EArfEf is defined and belongs to Lf2oc((0,A]; jD(^4))nC((0,A];
H). Since (Lf)(i) = e~(tl2)A(Ef}(t/2)y
ALf also belongs to Q, and so deos
^4^/. Hence, LA^Kf is also defined as an element of L
C((0,A]; fl).
(EA^Ef

is formally expressed as follows:

ί'Γ
Jo Jo

We divide the domain of integration of the above integral into the sum
of the following sets
' 0<$0^*1/2 or si/2<s0<siί 0<si<s2/2 or
s2,-~, Q<Si<t/2 or t/2<Si<t}
The number of these sets is 2I+1. We denote them except the one with
s2, 9 t/2<si<tby^j=l," 9 2ί+1 -l. Weput
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(Ctjf)(t)=

\ e-^-^A. ' e-^-^A.e-^
JΔJ

Lemma 6.1. The operators Ei have the following repesentations:
(EAjEfit)

= ((KAjKfKt)

+ (L/)(t)

where (LJ)(t) = £?1Y " '(A/XO
Proof.

Inductively we show our statement.

For ί = 0, it follows

Γt/2

(Ef)(t) = (Kf)(t)+

(t

s)A

e~ ~ f(s)ds.

Then in this case the proof

is

complete.
Combining the definition of (EA^Έf and the assumption of the induction
we get

^

Putting (Li +if)(t)= the sum of the last three terms of the right side of
the above equality, we get the proof for ί'+l.
Lemma 6.2. Let f belong to F_ j and p and q be any integers such
that 0<p<q. Then it follows
1)
2)

3)

KKA^LA^ljj^Const'lxljj

Proof.
(6.1)

for any xeD(A).

We have the following equality

(Π*-^-**1^)
k =0

P-1

= ( Γf A0ίie~(si~Si +iUAi~a(i+ 1 ). - 4" 1 + β ( ί + 1 >^4 ^-«(i + ih
i =0
.Sj£P<

./

q

ΓT

j£-(
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where α be small positive number and s0 = t.
A-4) and the semigroup property we get
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Then from the assumption

l/o^lH^CΓIκίi-ίi + i)-1^-^!)-1^ Π (*,-W1+°Ί*lH

(6.2)

i=0

for any xeD(A).
Let ε be any sufficiently small positive number and r(i) be

\f(s)\Hds.

We

define a sequence [ζi}fL0 satisfying the following conditions:

—O and 0
ί-»00

The existence of such a sequence is shown as follows.
already chosen, put

If ^,-">^i are

Suppose that ξt -> ^ >0. If ί is so large that ξι<2ξ^ then ξi + i>ξao>ξi/2.
Hence, K^i + ι)~K^i)=ε/2. This implies K^OO) =:OO > which is obviously
a contradiction. We put sβ(ί) = {({ί-ίi+ι)/(ίi-ι-W}(ί-{i) + ίi + ι for
<ξ ί _ 1 . Then we have
i)

ii)

jβ 6 ΪΓ^αO, A]) and t/2 < sε(t) < t,
-(t(t~s)Af(s)ds\H<ε
e-

I

for any

Jse(0

iii)

Γ 6-(ί
J*«w

For the sake of simplicity we put £ε = sε(£)
to D(Λ) from (6.1), (6,2), ii), iii) we get
(6.3)

e-(

^KA^LA^KA^-n
J'ε

Using the integertion by parts we have

Since

Γe

(t

ξ)A

f(ζ)dξ

Jsε

-ξ)Af(ξ)dξ\H<Const-ε.

belongs
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(

M

f(ξ)dξds +

= P«- '- /(ί)Λ- \Ae-«
Λ/2

Jtε

/0+

Jθ +

From i), ii) and iii) we get
and

lim/ 3 = (

Then using (6.2) we see
sup |/3|H.

0<s<t

From (6.2) and (6.3) it follows that

ε.
Using a similar method to (6.1) and (6.2) we get

p-1
s — sc
ΓTΓc

^ ~ 1 + α ^ cS — sc

1 1 \ i i+ι)

i=0

\

P

\"l-(9+l)«

+ι)

p

q+1
Γ~Γ /sc _s c

11 \ j

7=p+l

I
j+ι) \ - l + α\iX\H

Then we see
sup | Γ
0<s<t Jo+

Therefore
ί->0

Using a similar method to (6.1) and (6.2) we see

ί=0

f(ξ)dξ\HH.
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Then we get
J

p

q p

J

\A ((KAJ LAi(KA1) - Kf)(t)\H£Const-t- .
Then the proof of 1) is complete.
analogous method.

We can prove 2) and 3) by an

Lemma 6.3. Let f belong to F.j.
,Λ]; £>(,4))nC0.
Proof.

Then, for any integer m, we see

Lemma 6.1 and Lemma 6.2 yield the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 6.4. We have the following five properties:
1)

2)

3)

4)

((tfΛ^XOeCoΠL^O.Λ; £>(Λ))nC([0,Λ]; D(A1'2)}
geL2(0,h> H) and fc = 0,l,2, ,
Aβe-{t-^Λg(s)dseC0

Jo
AgeLfoc((0,h];

any g such that

any

AageC([0,h];H),

H) and 0<β<oc,

χ

(CE^e- y)( )eC 0 nL 2 (0,Λ; D(^))nC([0,Λ]; D(A1/2» for any
yeD(A1/2) and k = \,2, .
P

A"e

(t

Jo
0<α<l,

5)

for

for

Jo

s)A

G(u)(s)dseCQ

where u is the weak solution o/(3.1) and

Aβe-(t-s)Ag(s)dseC0 for any geC([Q,h]

D(A~*)) and

Proof. The well known semigroup property yields EgeC0r>L2(Q,h;
£>(Λ))nC([0,A]; D(A1'2)) for any geL2(0,h H). Then A^geL^h;
H). Thus (EΛ1)£*eC0n.L2(0,Λ; D(^))nC([0,/z]; D(A1/2)).
Therefore
1) is proved. The ststements 2) and 5) follows from Lemma 2.2. Lemma
2.5 yields the proof of 4). Using a similar method to the proof of
Lemma 6.2 we get
M1/2((£^£*- ^)(5)|H<C|,41/2;y|H

for any

yeD(Aί/2).

for any

ymeD(A).

On the other hand it follows
lim\Ail2((EAl)kEe"Aym)(s)\H
s->0

=0
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lf2

i/2

We choose {ym} such that lim A ym = A y.

Combining 1) of Remark

m->oo

3 and the above results we get the proof of 3).
Let u be the weak solution of (0.1). Denote by un the restiction of
u to [(n — 1)A, nh] for w = l,2 ,ΛΓ, and u0(s)=y(s) for — h<s<0 and
ui(Q) = x. Then, un is the solution of

U + Au+ Γ

a(t-s)A u(s)ds

J(n-l)Jι
A«-1)Λ

(6.4)

=/(0-^ιW,,-ι(*-Λ)-

a(t-s)A2un_ι(s)ds,
Jt-h

for t: (n-l)h<t<nh.
Put for 0<s<A

-OA)-^!^-!^)-

a(s-τ)A2
Jss-h

=Jss-h

Since Awn-ieQ we see gneQ. Then, from Lemma 2.5, and Lemma
2.6, we get g* E C([0,A]; D(A~Λ))r\F_1.
Then in the same manner as the proof of the equivalence of (4.5) and
(4.6) we get from (6.4) that
ύ>n(s) + Atϋn(s)=gl(s)+f(s
(6.5)

<!

+ (n-l)h)

-A1wn_ί(s)-G(wn)(s)

From 1) of Remark 3, 4) of Lemma 2.5 and (3.8) we get the representation
of wn as the following mild solution:

(6.6)

Ms) + (Ef(

+ (n -

From ^eC([0,A]; D(A~")) and 5) of Lemma 6.4 it follows AβI2 belongs
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to C0 for 0 < β < 1 . Noting that wn is a weak solution and using 4) in
Lemma 6.4 we have AΛI5eC0. Thus putting hn = (Eg^) — (EG(w^) and
noting 1) of Remark 3 we get, for w = l,2, and any /?; 0</J<1,
AβfineC0 and

(6.7)

For any integer n, 1 <n<N— 1, we shall show there exists a function
&πeC0nL?oc((0,A]; Z)(^4)) such that
(6.8)

ιvi(s)-e-aAx = hi(s)

(6.9)

for w = 2,3,

and

(6.10)

A*nhneC0 and /ιneLfoc((0,Λ]; D(^)) for n= 1,2,.

where αn are some positive numbers smaller than 1. Here we note that
A±e~ ^xeF-i and so (EAi)n~1e~'Ax can be defined. To begin with we
shall show (6.8). (6.6) yields

We put A 1 =ί' 1 . Then (6.7) yields (6.9) in case of n = l. Therefore,
from the above, (6.8) is proved in case of n — \. Next let wn_1 satisfy
(6.8) or (6.9) and (6.10) with n-l in place of n for 2<n <N-l.
We investgate (6.9) and (6.10) for n = 2. From (6.6) it follows

From (6.8) we see
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= /<>+/! +/ 2 -f/ 3 .

From 2) in Lemma 6.4 and (6.10) there exists a number α2 such that
0<α 2 < 1 and A"2Iι e C0. Since KA1 is continuous from L£C((0,A]; D(A))
to Lfoc((0,h]',D(A))
and K^L^^XOIii^C r1^1 and from EA± =
KAt+LAiit follows that EA^eLf^O.h]; D(A)). Putting hn = h2-I1
we obtain that h2 satisfies (6.10) in case of n =2. Since

it follws
I2 + I3 = (KAί)ίK(f-Aly(

-h))(s)+L2(f-Aίy(

-h))(s).

Thus, we get the representation of (6.9) in case of n = 2 fromI0 = EA1e~'Ax.
Inductively we shall show (6.9) and (6.10). Let n be a natural number
larger than 2. (6.6) yields

From the assumption of induction we get

k =2

Putting hn = hn — I4 and noting (6.7) and 2) of Lemma 6.4 we know that
A π satisfies (6.10). Using a similar method to the proof of (6.9) in case
of n = 2 we also get (6.9) in this case.
Lemma 6.5
of (6.5) satisfies

Proof.

Let f ( ' ) — A1y( — h)eF_1.

Then the weak solution wn

Using a similar method to (6.1) we get

\((EAι)n~^e~'Ax)(i)\H<Const\x\H

for any xeH\
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)n-ie-'Ax)(t) = 0 for any xeD(A).

i

Thus it follows lϊm((EA1)n-ie-'Ax)(t)

= 0 for any xeH.

From 1) and 3)

ί->0

of Lemma 6.4 it follows

s->0

Therefore combining the above results, Lemma 6.3 and (6.8), (6.9) we
complete the proof of the lemma.
Proposition 6.6 Let /(•) belong to F_± and /eLfoc((0,T]; H).
following two conditions are equivalent.

The

1)

A weak solution of (0.1) is continuous on [0,ra/z) but, at t = nth,
this solution is discontinuous in H.
2) f^-A^ -KϊeF^i butf( )-Aιy( -h)φFm.
Proof.

Lemma 6.5 imlies of the proposition.

Proof of Theorem 2. From Proposition 6.6 we obtain that the weak
solution of (0.1) is continuous on [0,ί]. Thus the proof of Theorem 2
is complete.
7.

Appendix

To begin with we give the proof of Remak 2.
The frist half of our statement is trivial. Then we show the latter
half of our statement.
1). Let/belong to L^O.λ; H)nL?oc((0,Λ]; H). We shall show/eF M
for any natural number n. For the sake of simplicity we consider the
case n — 2. Let α, β and θ be positive numbers satisgying α-f-/J-fθ = 2
and α < l , /?<!, 0<1. With the aid of a similar method to (6.1) and
(6.2) it follows that

(7.1)

(t

\e-

Noting the above inequality and changing the order of integration we
have
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\((KA,)2Kf)(t}\H<Const

Pi/ωi/x.

Jo

Thus we get/eF 2 .
2). Let / be a function satisfying the assumption (0.2). We shall
show/eF w . For the sake of simplicity let w = 2. From (7.1) it follows

<Const \

\

\

(t-

J t t//22JJss// 22 JJ ττ // 2

If 0<l/2, using Schwarz's inequality, we get
7(0<Const (( Γ
Jt/t/2

Hence feF2.
Their works in [1], [7], [8], [10] and [11] provide us with the
information to study the inculusion relation between the function spaces
Ft. We will show somewhere else by an example that Ft is in general
a proper subset of F^^ for any ί=0, 1, , ΛΓ— 1.
3). Finally we show that there exists a function which belongs to
Q but not to F _ l β
Supposing for instance that A'1 is completely continuous let {λt}
be a set of eigenvalues of A such that

0<λl<λ2<

<λΛ<

,

(7.2)

Let φ3 be normalized eigenvector of A corresponding to
Put/(ί)=ΣΛW where
ί=l
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fj(t) =

aj9j

if (λ-j1+λj-+\)/2

-ajcpj

if λr+\ <t<(λ-/

0
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otherwise

Here, {α,-} is a sequence of positive numbers such that (λ / — Λj+\) α j
converges to 1 a s j —» oo. It is trivial that /eLfoc((0,Λ]; H). For the sake
of simplicity we write Cj = ( λ j i + λj+\)/2

and b; = A /.

ΓCj'

Since |

*>Vι

= α7 (AJ~1 — ΛjAX^, it follows that / is not improperly integrable
at t = 0. Next, let bk+i<t<bk and bj+1<s<bj<b k +i. Then we have
_
•**- -« P
I j\s)ds —
•"• -„ I("' Jj\s)ds"T"-^i
•/ ε

ί

Since

bj

j

-« P

I

fj(s)ds |H < Const (λj ^ — λf+i )ajλj

converges to 0 asy -> oo ,we know there exists A

fk(s)ds.

v bk + i

vε

α

and

α

f(s)ds if α > 0.

Since

Jo +

A-'

Γ

we see

Λ(5)Λ for <e[ft f c +1 Λ] and Γ

f(s)ds = A~* \

Jθ+

P

Jbk+i

Λ(*)ώ = 0

Jί>k + ι

/(s)rf5eC((0,Λ]; H).

Hence /eQ. Moreover we get

Jo +

ί-"0

Jo +

Indeed, we have
I Γ

- icj-OAftήfc |fl > A -1 {1 _e(λ'i' - O V2}flj.

e

vbb + i

> Const 0/^j~J — ^/A) ~* Const > 0 as 7 -» oo.

Γ

j +ί

-(Cj-sU

e

.+

2H

f(s)dsl

On the other hand we get
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oo

=

Σ

Γbh

I

<Const

Γck

«V"~(c'~β)Afc ds-

ake~(Cj-s}λk ds\2H

Σ
k=j+l

From (7.2) we have lim/j = 0.

Thus our claim is showed.

If α is a

00

sufficiently small poisitive number, then we have

Γ

Ί

J &,

— λj'+ι)λj~Λy

]ζΛ,j~ α = oo..

From

we obtain ^~α/^L1(0,/z; H).
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